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Executive Summary
This report estimates historical data center electricity consumption back to 2000, relying on
previous studies and historical shipment data, and forecasts consumption out to 2020 based on
new trends and the most recent data available. Figure ES-1 provides an estimate of total U.S.
data center electricity use (servers, storage, network equipment, and infrastructure) from 20002020. In 2014, data centers in the U.S. consumed an estimated 70 billion kWh, representing
about 1.8% of total U.S. electricity consumption. Current study results show data center
electricity consumption increased by about 4% from 2010-2014, a large shift from the 24%
percent increase estimated from 2005-2010 and the nearly 90% increase estimated from 20002005. Energy use is expected to continue slightly increasing in the near future, increasing 4%
from 2014-2020, the same rate as the past five years. Based on current trend estimates, U.S.
data centers are projected to consume approximately 73 billion kWh in 2020.
Many factors contribute to the overall energy trends found in this report, though the most
conspicuous change may be the reduced growth in the number of servers operating in data
centers. While shipments of new servers into data centers continue to grow every year, the
growth rate has diminished over the past 15 years. From 2000-2005, server shipments
increased by 15% each year resulting in a near doubling of servers operating in data centers.
From 2005-2010, the annual shipment increase fell to 5%, partially driven by a conspicuous
drop in 2009 shipments (most likely from the economic recession), as well as from the
emergence of server virtualization across that 5-year period. The annual growth in server
shipments further dropped after 2010 to 3% and that growth rate is now expected to continue
through 2020. This 3% annual growth rate coincides with the rise in very large “hyperscale” data
centers and an increased popularity of moving previously localized data center activity to
colocation or cloud facilities. In fact, nearly all server shipment growth since 2010 occurred in
servers destined for large hyperscale data centers, where servers are often configured for
maximum productivity and operated at high utilization rates, resulting in fewer servers needed in
the hyperscale data centers than would be required to provide the same services in traditional,
smaller, data centers.
Along with total server count, the power demand for each server has also changed. While
server power requirements were observed to be increasing from 2000-2005, power demand
appears to have stayed fairly constant since 2005. Additionally, servers are improving in their
power scaling abilities, thus reducing power draw during idle periods or when at low utilization.
Efficiency improvements in storage, network and infrastructure also influence the electricity
estimates in this report. Storage devices are becoming more efficient on a per-drive basis, with
the growth in drive storage capacity projected to outpace increases in data storage demand by
2020, ultimately reducing the number of physical drives needed throughout data centers.
Recent estimates of network port power consumption are now much lower than estimates from
the past decade. Increased awareness in data center infrastructure operations (e.g. cooling) has
resulted in improved efficiency across data center types, though the most significant
infrastructure impact observed in this report is the recent growth in hyperscale data centers that
are often innovatively designed to maximum infrastructure efficiency.
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The combination of these efficiency trends has resulted in a relatively steady U.S data center
electricity demand over the past 5 years, with little growth expected for the remainder of this
decade. It is important to note that this near constant electricity demand across the decade is
occurring while simultaneously meeting a drastic increase in demand for data center services;
data center electricity use would be significantly higher without these energy efficiency
improvements. A counterfactual scenario was created for this study that estimates what data
center energy consumption would have been if industry energy-savings efforts were halted in
2010. For this scenario, the follow metrics remain static at 2010 industry-wide levels from 20102020:






Average server utilization
Server power scaling at low utilization
Average power draw of hard disk drives
Average power draw of network ports
Average infrastructure efficiency (i.e., PUE)

The resulting electricity demand, shown in Figure ES-1, indicates that more than 600 additional
billion kWh would have been required across the decade.

Figure ES-1 Projected Data Center Total Electricity Use
Estimates include energy used for servers, storage, network equipment, and infrastructure in all U.S. data
centers. The solid line represents historical estimates from 2000-2014 and the dashed lines represent five
projection scenarios through 2020; Current Trends, Improved Management (IM), Best Practices (BP),
Hyperscale Shift (HS), and the static 2010 Energy Efficiency counterfactual.
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Note that this scenario does not halt the technological advancements of the computing industry
in terms of performance, and therefore metrics such as computational performance (i.e.,
computations/second per server), the electrical efficiency of computations (i.e., computations
per kWh), storage capacity (i.e., TB per drive), and port speeds (i.e., Gb per port) are all
assumed to progress as normal. See Section 2.3.5 in the main body of this report for more
details regarding the assumptions in this counterfactual scenario.
Along with the considerable energy efficiency resource already achieved, there are additional
energy efficiency strategies and technologies that could significantly reduce data center
electricity use below the approximately 73 billion kWh demand projected in 2020. Many of these
efficiency strategies are already successfully employed in some data centers while others are
emerging technologies that will be commercially available in the near future. Recently observed
efficiency trends are incorporated into a “current trends” scenario. The potential impact from a
more aggressive adoption of the energy efficiency strategies is explored through additional
projections that apply a combination of the three following efficiency scenarios:


The “improved management” scenario includes energy-efficiency improvements beyond
current trends that are either operational or technological changes that require minimal
capital investment. This scenario represents a focus on improving the least efficient
components of the data center stock by employing practices already commonly used in
data centers.



The “best practices” scenario represents the efficiency gains that can be obtained
through the widespread adoption the most efficient technologies and best management
practices applicable to each data center type. This scenario focuses on maximizing the
efficiency of each type of data center facility.



The “hyperscale shift” scenario represents an aggressive shift of data center activity
from smaller data centers to larger data centers. While the current trend scenario
already incorporates some movement towards more server use in large data centers,
this scenario assumes the majority of servers in the remaining small data centers are
also relocated.

In addition to applying each of these scenarios independently, two additional scenarios
demonstrate the combination of a “hyperscale shift” scenario in conjunction with either the
“improved operation” or “best practices” scenario. Figure ES-1 shows that these five scenarios
yield an annual saving in 2020 up to 33 billion kWh, representing a 45% reduction in electricity
demand when compared to current efficiency trends.
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1 Introduction
Data centers primarily contain electronic equipment used for data processing (servers), data
storage (storage equipment), and communications (network equipment). Collectively, this
equipment processes, stores, and transmits digital information and is known as “information
technology” (IT) equipment. Data centers also usually contain specialized power conversion and
backup equipment to maintain reliable, high-quality, power as well as environmental control
equipment to maintain the proper temperature and humidity for the IT equipment.
As our economy and society continue to shift towards increased digital information
management, data centers have become ubiquitous – they are found in nearly every sector of
the economy – and are essential to the function of communication, business, academic, and
governmental systems. All but the smallest companies have some kind of data center needs,
and larger companies often have tens, or even hundreds, of data centers. Smaller data centers
are commonly located within large commercial buildings, while larger data centers tend to be
buildings constructed specifically for their use that can be up to several hundred thousand
square feet in size. Universities, municipalities, and government institutions also use and
operate data centers for information management and communication functions.
The energy used by the nation’s servers and data centers is significant. In a 2007 Report to
Congress,1 the data center sector was estimated to have consumed about 61 billion kilowatthours (kWh) in 2006 (1.5 percent of total U.S. electricity consumption) for a total electricity cost
of about $4.5 billion (2006 dollars). This estimated level of electricity consumption is similar to
the amount of electricity consumed by approximately 5.8 million average U.S. households. The
electricity use of the nation’s servers and data centers in 2006 was more than double the
electricity that was estimated to have been consumed for this purpose in 2000. The
accompanying methodology article2 to the 2007 Report, published in 2011 with updated
methods and inputs, estimated 2008 data center electricity demand to be 69 billion kWh, 1.8%
of total U.S. electricity sales. Another study published in 20113 revealed that electricity use by
U.S. data centers in 2010 constituted about 2% of overall electricity use in that year, and that
the rate of growth in energy use slowed significantly in the period 2005-2010, compared to
2000-2005. This trend was likely a result of the 2008-09 economic crisis and the increased
adoption of virtualization and other energy efficiency practices in the data center industry.3 This
report provides updated estimates of current data center energy use, updated historical
estimates of energy use back to the year 2000, and projections for energy use through 2020.

1.1

Report Scope

This report builds on previous modeling efforts and updates key inputs to the data center model
used in the 2007 Environmental Protection Agency Report to Congress on Server and Data
Center Efficiency, Public law 109-4311.1 The scope of this report includes updates to the
following sections from the 2007 study:


Trends in Growth and Energy Use Associated with Servers and Data Centers in the U.S.
1



Potential Energy and Cost Savings through Improved Energy Efficiency

Additionally, this report provides the following insights as outlined in the North American Energy
Security and Infrastructure Act of 2015:4
1. A comparison and gap analysis of the estimates and projections contained in the original
report with new data regarding the period from 2008 through 2015;
2. An analysis considering the impact of information technologies, including virtualization
and cloud computing, in the public and private sectors;
3. An evaluation of the impact of the combination of cloud platforms, mobile devices, social
media, and big data on data center energy usage;
4. An evaluation of water usage in data centers and recommendations for reductions in
such water usage; and
5. Updated projections and recommendations for best practices through fiscal year 2020.

1.2

Report Organization

This report serves as an update to the 2007 Environmental Protection Agency Report to
Congress on Server and Data Center Efficiency, Public law 109-43111 (henceforth referred in
this study as the 2007 Report). The 2007 Report provides detailed background information such
as data center equipment layout and cooling configurations, which are therefore not discussed
here. Rather, this report focuses on new trends and data available since the 2007 Report,
methodology of the current estimate, and details of the new results and findings. Chapter 2 of
this report describes the methodology used for the current energy and water use estimates.
Although the current methodology follows the framework presented in the 2007 Report, recent
trends such as the proliferation of “unbranded” servers and storage equipment, also referred to
as “self-assembled,” “whitebox,” or original design manufacturer (ODM) servers require
additional data input and characterization. Unbranded servers are associated with the
increasing number of very large “hyperscale” data centers and often bypass large, branded
server vendors (e.g. Hewlett-Packard, Dell) by being bought directly from the manufacturing
companies that build servers (e.g., Quanta, Wistron, and Foxcom). See Chapter 2 for a more
detailed description of unbranded servers. Chapter 3 of the report is devoted to the discussion
of servers and data centers owned and operated by the federal government. Chapter 4
describes a number of key trends observed in the data center industry, such as server
consolidation, colocation, and the shift to cloud-based platforms. These trends, along with
energy efficiency strategies, are used to generate alternative energy use projection scenarios
out to the year 2020. While rapid growth in the Internet industry has resulted in significant direct
energy use in data centers, it can also indirectly impact certain resources in other sectors and
possibly promote other efficiencies in society that were previously not achievable. These
observations are discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 provides suggestions for future
research to address challenges that have been identified but not addressed in this report, which
could improve future energy use estimates in such a rapidly evolving industry with little
publically available data.
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2 Estimates of U.S. Data Center Energy Use
2.1

Methodology Overview

The 2007 Report provided a series of data center energy use projections for 2007-2011
developed for five different efficiency scenarios. Detailed assumptions used for those efficiency
measures in each scenario can be found in Brown et al. (2007),1 while the modeling algorithms
developed for these energy use projections are presented in Masanet et al. (2011).2 Additional
studies were conducted by Koomey3 5 6 to assess the growth in data center electricity use from
2000 to 2010 for the U.S. and the world, using methods similar to the 2007 Report. The 2010
data center electricity use estimated by Koomey (2011) most closely aligns with the “improved
operation scenario” projection in the 2007 Report.
The current study differs from previous work in its categorization of IT equipment and types of
data centers. The number of data center space types has been expanded from the 2007 Report
to account for hyperscale data centers, which are large warehouse-sized data centers that have
emerged with the growth in cloud platforms, mobile devices, social media, and big data.
Previously considered size-based space types are now disaggregated into two categories:
“internal” data centers and “service provider” data centers. Internal data centers represent
traditional facilities that support businesses and institutions while service provider data centers
account for the more specialized facilities that provide the core services of businesses, such as
communication and social media companies. New server classifications are added to
distinguish between servers that only contain one processor socket (“1S”) and those that
contain 2 or more (“2S+”). Additionally, the new server classifications distinguish between
servers that are branded and sold by global computer companies (e.g., Dell, Hewlett-Packard,
IBM), and servers that bypass these brand vendors in the supply chain and are bought directly
from the manufacturing companies that build servers (e.g., Quanta, Wistron, and Foxconn),
often by large Internet companies and typically for use in hyperscale data centers, as shown in
Figure 1. The latter is defined in this report as “unbranded” servers and the former as “branded”
servers. These categories are associated with different usage and data center type placement
assumptions, as described in Section 2.2. The current study also includes updates to previous
storage power consumption estimates, which are now derived from terabyte shipment data and
disaggregated into hard disk drive (HDD) and solid-state drive (SSD) categories. Network
consumption is now estimated through a combination of switch port shipment data of various
speeds and port power consumption from publically available data and published literature. The
equipment types (servers, storage, and networking) modeled in this study are shown in Figure
2.

3

Unbranded
Vendors

Brand
Vendors

(Foxconn, Quanta,
Wistron, Inventec)

(Dell, IBM, HP)

Traditional Customers

\

hyperscale server supply chain

(universities, banks,
small companies)

Large Specialized
Service Companies
(Google, Amazon,
Rackspace, Facebook)

Figure 1. Volume Server Supply Chain

Similar to previous U.S. data center energy estimates,1 2 3 4 5 this study uses data provided by
the market research firm International Data Corporation (IDC) to derive numbers of data center
servers, as well as storage and network equipment, installed in the United States. Power draw
assumptions are then applied to the estimated installed base of equipment to determine overall
IT equipment energy consumption. IT equipment is disaggregated across various data center
space types, each of which has an associated power use effectiveness (PUE) value. The PUE,
when multiplied by equipment power consumption, gives an estimate of the total power needed
to run the data center, including the data center infrastructure (i.e. cooling, lighting, controls).
Figure 3 shows a schematic of this modeling approach, and Section 2.2 discusses data sources
in more detail.

Figure 2. Equipment Types Modeled in Energy Estimation
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Figure 3. Schematic of Modeling Approach

2.2
2.2.1

Data
IDC Worldwide Trackers7

IDC’s Worldwide Quarterly Server, Storage, and Network trackers were used as the basis for
many equipment estimates in this study. Data was obtained in 2014 Q4, and therefore all values
beyond 2014 are considered forecasts. These trackers include historical and forecasted
shipments for each equipment type, as well as installed base estimates for servers.8 9 10 11 This
data is referred throughout the report as “IDC data”
2.2.2

SPEC Database15

The SPEC Power benchmark suite, created by the Standard Performance Evaluation
Corporation (SPEC), measures power and performance of servers. SPECpower_ssj2008 is an
industry-standard benchmark application that has been used since 2007, with users selfsubmitting results to a database that is reviewed and released to the public quarterly. Data from
2007 to 2015 Q4 was used in this study, and will be referred to as “the SPEC database”.
2.2.3

SERT12 Database

The Server Efficiency Rating Tool (SERT) was created by SPEC for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) ENERGY STAR program. This tool uses a set of synthetic worklets
to test discrete system components, providing detailed power consumption data at different load
levels. Data from this tool is submitted to the EPA by manufacturers, and is collected and
maintained by the Information Technology Industry Council (ITI). Data collected by ITI through
March 2016 was used in this report, and will be referred to as “the SERT database”.
5

2.3
2.3.1

IT and Infrastructure Equipment Estimates
Server Energy Use

Server Installed Base
Estimates for the U.S. installed base of servers are based on IDC’s “Worldwide Quarterly Server
Tracker – Installed Base”,11 which contains annual data for historical (2006-2014) and
forecasted (2014-2018) server shipments and installed base of servers. These numbers are
provided for each of the three primary server classes (volume, midrange, and high-end) as well
as by processor count (1S or 2S+). The three server classes are an IDC taxonomy based on
average sales value, with volume, midrange, and high-end servers representing < $25,000,
$25,000-$250,000, and >$250,000, respectively. Volume servers typically contain x86
processors and represent the overwhelming majority of servers in data centers. High-end
servers are often large RISC-based systems that operate on Unix and include many highperformance computing supercomputers. Midrange servers can contain aspects of both volume
and high-end servers. The installed base estimates were extended from 2018 to 2020 using the
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of the installed base from 2014-2018, the years for which
IDC has forecasted installed base growth.
Each of the 1S and 2S+ categories for volume servers is further disaggregated into “branded”
and “unbranded” classes using additional data provided by IDC and assumptions about future
penetration of hyperscale data centers. First, the percent of all servers located in hyperscale
data centers from 2000-2020 is estimated. (See discussion in Section 2.2.4.) Then, a sigmoid
curve shape (i.e., “S-shape”) is applied to estimate the penetration of unbranded servers within
hyperscale data centers over time. Resulting unbranded installed base estimates for 2000-2020
are calibrated to (1) estimates for 2008-2010, which were provided through communications
with IDC13, and (2) IDC historical server shipment data for 2010-2014, which included
disaggregation by vendor type.8 The assumed hyperscale data center server capacity, sigmoid
curve, data-based estimates, and resulting installed base are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Unbranded Server Installed Base and Underlying Assumptions
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Figure 5 shows the current and projected total server count for 2000-2020 estimated in this
study, as well as server count estimates from the 2007 Report and from Koomey (2011). The
2007 Report projected much higher server counts than other estimates, with growth from 20072011 following the same trend as 2000-2007, due to these estimates being made prior to the
2008 financial crisis that greatly affected sales. Data from Koomey (2011) is similar to the
current study’s branded server estimates, with server installed base leveling off then slightly
decreasing after 2007. Similarity between these two estimates is expected, as unbranded
servers were not being explicitly tracked by IDC at the time of the Koomey (2011) study. Figure
7

6 shows the volume server installed base estimates from the current study disaggregated by
processor count (1S or 2S+) and vendor type (branded or unbranded).
Server installed base and shipment data provided by IDC was also used to determine the
approximate lifetime of servers. Observation of data showed that for any given year, the number
of servers in the installed base was more than the sum of the previous 4 years’ shipments, but
less than the previous 5. The exact portion of the 5th year’s shipments that were still in the
installed base was found using Equation 1. For 2006-2020, this portion averaged 0.4, with very
little deviation, indicating an approximate server lifetime of 4.4 years. This value was later used
during storage and network installed base calculations based on a report from The Green Grid,
which estimates that servers, storage, and network equipment all have a lifetime of 3-5 years.14

Equation 1

∑

Volume server installed base (millions)

Where

f = fraction of 5th year shipments in installed base
IBy = installed base in year y
Sy = shipments in year y
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Figure 5. Total Volume Server Installed Base Estimates from Three Studies
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Figure 6. Volume Server Installed Base 2000-2020

Server Power Draw
Average power use of volume servers was calculated for each year using assumptions for: (1)
maximum power consumption (2) average server utilization and (3) average ability for servers to
scale power use with utilization. The maximum power represents the wattage of the server
when being used at 100% utilization. Average server utilization represents the percent of
computing ability used, on average, over the entire year. Average server scaling ability is the
extent that servers, across the entire installed base, are able to use less-than-maximum power
at non-maximum utilizations.
Maximum power in 2013 for 1S and 2S+ volume servers was estimated from the SERT
database to be 118 W and 365 W respectively.12 These values result in an overall volume
server average maximum wattage of ~330 watts, which is the same assumption used in the
later years of the 2007 Report. Maximum wattage for 2000-2007 was calculated for 1S and 2S+
servers by assuming that the estimates used in the 2007 Report represented a weighted
average of 1S and 2S+ servers and that the ratio between the maximum power of the two types
was the same as the 2013 ratio. Maximum power was held constant from 2007-2020 due to two
observations: (1) the calculated 2007 values for 1S and 2S+ servers were very close to the
SERT (2013) values, and (2) information in the SPEC database15 shows that maximum server
power has remained approximately constant from 2007-2015. While the wattages reported in
the SPEC database were not used directly due to the assumed self-selection bias towards high
efficiency servers in the database, the general temporal trends are assumed to be
representative of all servers. The assumption that the average maximum power remains
constant after 2005 is consistent with assumptions made by Heddgren et al.16 (power draw
based on 50% utilization) and the lower bound assumption by Koomey.3 No difference in
maximum power is assumed between branded and unbranded servers. Power consumption for
9

mid-range and high-end servers is estimated at the overall average level, with utilization and
scaling assumptions incorporated. These average wattage values for 2000-2007 were taken
from the 2007 Report and extended to 2020 using the 2000-2007 CAGR of approximately 7%,
which is consistent with projections through 2020 provided during industry review. Results are
shown in Figure 7. These wattages assume underlying growth in both utilization levels and
power scaling ability.

Figure 7. Average Power Draw Assumptions for Mid-Range and High-End Servers

Average utilization for volume servers is assumed to vary by space type, as shown in Table 1,
and is assumed to be constant from 2000-2010. A steady increase from 2010 to 2020 is
assumed, to account the prevalence of virtualization opportunities in data centers. Service
provider data centers are assumed to run at higher utilizations than internal data centers, as the
servers in service provider data centers are often configured for more specialized and
predictable operations. Hyperscale data centers are assumed to run at higher utilizations than
other service provider and internal data centers based on server utilization estimates in cloud
and non-cloud data centers.1 17 18 The values shown in Table 1 represent the average of active
servers, and therefore the inclusion of inactive servers (assumed to be 10% of internal and 5%
of service provider and hyperscale data centers) slightly lowers the overall averages. (See
discussion in Section 4.2 for more information on inactive servers.)
Table 1. Average Active Volume Server Utilization Assumptions
Space Type

2000-2010

2020

Internal

10%

15%

Service Provider

20%

25%

Hyperscale

45%

50%
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The amount of power consumed at average utilization is dependent on how closely servers
come to achieving power-proportionality, where power consumption scales directly with
utilization. In other words, perfect power-proportionality would mean that a server would only
use 10% of maximum power when run at 10% utilization. One metric used to quantify this
behavior is the dynamic range (DR), which is the ratio between the lowest power level (idle
power) and the maximum power. Minimal documentation exists on the average DR of the U.S.
data center servers stock. The DR varies among different server types and is influenced by
hardware properties, power management software, and settings for server-specific operations,
all of which continue to change. This study estimates the DR of the installed base by first
bounding possible values by a “Maximum DR” trend, which represents the lowest-performing
servers (i.e. those that use a large amount of power at idle) and “Minimum DR” trend, which
represents the highest-performing servers. The assumed Maximum DR is 0.67 in 2007 (the
assumption used in the 2007 Report) and slopes linearly to 0.44 in 2020, as shown in Figure 8.
The SERT database and recent publications15 18 show servers performing with an average
dynamic range of ~0.44, and therefore this study assumes that, at a minimum, all volume
servers will achieve a DR of 0.44 by 2020. The Minimum DR trend is derived from the SPEC
database values from 2007-2015, which are shown in Figure 9, as this database is generally
understood to represent well-performing servers due to self-selection bias in the server entries.
The SPEC dynamic range trend is modeled as an exponential equation that asymptotically
approaches a DR of 0.1, resulting in the Minimum DR trend shown in Figure 8.
The Maximum and Minimum dynamic range trends provide reasonable bounds of volume server
DR, but an assumption must be made as to where the average DR lies between these bounds.
This study estimates the annual installed base average as a 90/10 mix between the Maximum
and Minimum trends for the Current Trends scenario, resulting in the effective average scaling
trend shown in Figure 8. The DR is assumed to be constant across vendor types (branded and
unbranded) and processor counts (1S and 2S+).
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Figure 8. Assumed Dynamic Range of Volume Servers

Figure 9. Dynamic Range of 1- and 2-Socket Servers in SPEC Database
Dynamic range and maximum wattage values are used to calculate the slope of the utilization
versus power consumption curve for volume servers in each year, as shown in Equation 2. This
slope is then used with utilization assumptions to calculate the average wattage of volume
servers in each space type in each year. This calculation is shown in Equation 3, and results are
shown in Figure 10. These average wattage values, along with installed base estimates, provide
the total annual server energy consumption estimates shown in

Figure 11.
Equation 2

P
Where

∗ 1

m = slope of utilization vs. power line
Pmax = maximum server wattage
DR = dynamic range of server (fraction of max power used at idle)
Equation 3

Where

∗

Pavg = average server wattage
m = slope of utilization vs. power line
uavg = average server utilization
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Figure 10. Maximum and Effective Average Power Estimates for Volume Servers
The solid black line represents maximum power of each server size. Servers in hyperscale data centers
use more power than those in internal or service provider due to higher utilizations.

Figure 11. Total U.S. Annual Direct Server Electricity Consumption by Server Class
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2.3.2

Storage Energy Use

The installed base of data storage equipment was calculated in terabyte (TB) units using IDC
historical (2010-2014) and forecast (2015-2019) shipment data. This data includes external
storage units from both branded and unbranded vendors as well as internal storage on servers
with more than two storage drives. This study estimates the energy consumed by these
supplemental storage types collectively, and refers to all types included in the IDC tracking data
as either “Data Center Storage” or “External Storage”. The provided shipment data is extended
back to 2000 and forward to 2020 using the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 20102019. Then, installed base is calculated assuming an average storage life of 4.4 years, equal to
the estimated lifetime of servers (see Section 2.2.1).14 This installed base is then disaggregated
into hard disk drive (HDD) and solid-state drive (SSD) storage categories using a 2015
ASHRAE report that estimated that in SSD accounted for 8% of non-tape storage in 2012, and
would grow to 22% by 2017.20 The final installed base estimate in TB is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Total U.S. Data Center Storage Installed Base in Capacity (TB)

Power consumption of HDDs is relatively fixed on a per-disk level, and is generally not
dependent on the capacity of the disk.3 19 For SSD units, power consumption is more closely
related to capacity (more specifically, to read/write frequency), but is still often reported on a
per-disk level. Therefore, it is useful to convert installed base estimates of both HDD and SSD
storage from capacity (TB) to number of drive units. To do so, the trend of TB/drive over time for
each storage type is first estimated. For 2000-2007, the TB/drive metric for HDD is calculated
from (1) this study’s installed base estimate in TB, for external branded drives only, and (2) the
2007 Report’s disk installed base data, which was provided by storage manufacturers at the
time. In 2020, HDDs are assumed to provide an average capacity of 10 TB/disk from drive
capacity improvements and capacity optimization methods, based on industry feedback. Data
between the 2007 and 2020 estimates are populated using an exponential trend, resulting in the
trend shown in Figure 13. For SSD, an average capacity of 5 TB/drive is assumed to be
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reached by 2020 based on industry feedback, and the same annual growth rate seen in HDD
TB/disk (approximately 27%) is assumed for SSD for all years prior, as shown in Figure 13.
Annual TB/drive estimates are multiplied by the TB installed base estimate (Figure 12) to get the
estimated storage installed base in number of drives. This estimate is shown in Figure 14, which
shows growth in number of installed drives through 2018, after which point HDD count begins to
decrease (SSD count continues to grow). Note that this is the number of installed hard disk
drives, and does not indicate slowing storage demand. Decreasing drive count is due to HDD
capacity per disk (TB/disk, Figure 13) growing at a faster rate than projected HDD capacity
demand (TB, Figure 12). SSDs make up 47% of the installed drive base in 2020, which is within
the 40-50% range estimated by industry.

Figure 13. Estimated Average Capacity of U.S. Data Center Storage Drives

Figure 14. Total U.S. Data Center Storage Installed Base in Drive Count
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Power consumption for HDDs was assumed to be 14 W/disk from 2000-2006 as estimated by
Seagate for the 2007 Report. A 2015 ASHRAE report20 stated minimum, average, and
maximum power usage for various speeds and sizes of HDDs, while a NYSERDA report21
estimated the breakdown of these various drive types in the installed base. Using these two
reports, the average wattage of HDDs is estimated to be 8.6 W/disk in 2015. This represents a
5% annual decrease in disk wattage from 2006-2015, which is assumed to continue through
2020, resulting in 6.5 W/disk as shown in Figure 15. This improvement in disk efficiency
represents more efficient disk drive components, lower power use in idle states, and use of
capacity optimization methods.
SSD wattage is assumed to be constant at 6 W/drive, as shown in Figure 15, based on both
IDC22 and ASHRAE20 reports. Constant drive wattage paired with our TB/drive estimates aligns
with industry expectations that SSD capacity per watt will increase three to four-fold by 2020.

Figure 15. Average Wattage of Storage Drives in U.S. Data Centers

Electricity consumption for all data center storage is calculated as the product of the estimated
installed base of drives and the assumed power consumption per drive. Additional operational
consumption was then added to account for the controller and associated components required
to operate external storage systems. This operational energy is assumed to equal 25% of the
storage energy, based on industry comment, and only applies to storage that is external to
servers. Resulting total storage energy consumption is calculated according to Equation 4 and
results are shown in Figure 16.
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Equation 4
,

∗

,

∗

∗ 1

∗

,

Where

Ey = Storage electricity consumption in year y
It,y = Installed base of storage type t in year y
Pt,y = Per-unit power consumption of storage type t in year y
hy = Number of hours in year y
O = Operational energy as a fraction of storage energy
Cexternal = Capacity of the external storage installed base
Ctotal = Capacity of the total storage installed base

Figure 16. Total U.S. Data Center Storage Electricity Consumption

2.3.3

Network Energy Use

Previous reports estimated network energy use either as a percentage of server energy use1 16
or as a product of number of servers, ports per server, and watts per port.2 This study expands
upon these previous efforts by using port installed base estimates disaggregated by port speed
along with port wattage estimates for each speed, as described below.
Network equipment data from IDC includes historical (2008-2014) and forecasted (2015-2019)
shipments of network ports disaggregated into four port speed categories: 100 MB, 1000 MB,
10 GB, and 40 GB. Similar to storage installed base calculations, this shipment data is
extrapolated to estimate number of shipments for 2000-2007 and 2020, then used to calculate
the installed base of ports by assuming an average network equipment life of 4.4 years, as
estimated from server data (see Section 2.2.1).14 Resulting port installed base estimates are
shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Total U.S. Data Center Installed Base of Network Ports

The power draw of network equipment was estimated on a per-port basis using different values
for each port speed. Per-port wattage trends were estimated based on: the 2007 Report, which
estimated an average of 8 watts (W) across the installed base; a 2012 empirical study on
network energy in small to medium sized data centers,23 which reported estimates of 1.4, 2.3,
and 3.6 W for 100 MB, 1000 MB, and 10 GB ports, respectively; a survey conducted as part of
this study of 51 technical specification sheets from network manufacturers, which indicated that
40 GB ports use approximately 1.7 times the power of 10 GB ports; and industry comment,
which suggested 1 W/port for 1000 MB ports in 2020. These values were used to create the
estimated trends shown in Figure 18. The approximate range of W/port values for various port
speeds applied in this study is consistent with power estimates in previous network studies.24 25

Figure 18. Assumed Network Power for Four Port Speeds
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Total estimates of network energy consumption were calculated as the product of the number of
ports in the installed base and the assumed per-port power draw for each port speed, as shown
in Equation 5. Results are shown in Figure 19. While other types of network equipment besides
Level 2/Level 3 network ports exist in data centers, detailed shipment and power consumption
data are not available for these devices, and this equipment is assumed to contribute minimally
to overall data center power consumption.
Equation 5
,

∗

,

∗

∈

Where

Ey = Network electricity consumption in year y
S = set of port speeds: 100 MB, 1000 MB, 10 GB, 40 GB
Ns,y = Number of installed ports of speed s in year y
Ps,y = Power consumption of ports of speed s in year y
hy = number of hours in year y

Figure 19. Total U.S. Data Center Network Equipment Electricity Consumption

2.3.4

Data Center Space Type Classifications

Installed base estimates of servers, storage, and network equipment were disaggregated into
11 different data center building space types: five internal data center types that include server
closets, server rooms, localized data centers, mid-tier data centers, and high-end data centers,
as well as six service provider data center types that include server closets, server rooms,
localized data centers, mid-tier data centers, high-end data centers, and hyperscale data
centers. Internal data centers represent facilities operated by an organization for internal
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activities, including email and productivity software, and are typically associated with finance,
education, and other institutions not directly involved with providing IT services. Large internal
data centers are often referred to as enterprise or corporate data centers. Service provider data
centers (also called production data centers, and inclusive of colocation facilities) contain IT
equipment used to provide communication services often associated with the core product of a
business, such as the services provided by Google, Amazon, Facebook, and other
telecommunication and social media companies. Service provider data centers include the
same five size categories as internal data centers, as well hyperscale sized data centers, which
are sometimes referred to as “mega” or “warehouse scale” data centers and are often
associated with cloud data centers. These types of spaces are defined by IDC as shown in
Table 2.
Space disaggregation is necessary to estimate energy use, as half of U.S. servers are located
in server closets and server rooms26 that can have significantly different IT equipment and
infrastructure characteristics than larger data centers, and because service provider data
centers associated with cloud platforms, mobile devices, social media, and big data have grown
significantly in recent years.27 In the context of this study, “infrastructure” consists of the data
center equipment that is not used solely for the purpose of performing computations or the
storage or transmission of data. This includes cooling systems, lighting, power supplies,
security, and so on. Determining the distribution of different servers across space types allows
for more accurate characterization of the total energy use associated with different server
environments. It also allows for better characterization of electricity costs because most server
closets, server rooms, and localized data centers are expected to be subject to commercial
electricity rates, whereas larger mid-tier and enterprise-class data centers are expected to be
subject to industrial electricity rates. Disaggregation into the eleven space types is a significant
expansion on the 2007 study’s five space types. An overview of the methods used to allocate IT
equipment to the various data center types are shown in Table 3, with detailed descriptions
provided below.
The number of data centers in each space category in the U.S. for 2005 was derived from a
2006 IDC report,26 while 2012-2018 estimates were taken directly from a 2014 IDC report.27 The
2005 numbers only included five space categories, and therefore were split into internal and
service provider categories (based on the 2012 ratios). No hyperscale data centers were
assumed to exist in 2005. These 2005 numbers were then assumed to grow linearly to 2012
values. The number of data centers for 2000-2004 and 2019-2020 were estimated using the
2005-2009 (as reported by Bailey26) and 2012-2018 CAGRs, respectively, for each of the eleven
room types.
Bailey26 also reported average number of servers per data center for five space categories in
2005. Servers per data center for each of the five space sizes were assumed to be applicable to
both internal and service provider data centers in that category. These numbers were then
adjusted for each year so that, when multiplied by the number of data centers, the total number
of servers was consistent with this study’s estimates of total server installed base (excluding
servers assigned to hyperscale data centers). The resulting total number of servers in each
space category are shown in Figure 20.
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Table 2. Typical IT Equipment and Site Infrastructure System Characteristics by Space Type
Space type

Typical size

Typical infrastructure system characteristics

Internal server closet

< 100 ft

2

Internal server room

100-999 ft2

Localized internal
datacenter

500-1,999 ft2

Midtier internal
datacenter
High-end internal
datacenter
Point-of-presence
server closet

2,000-19,999 ft2

Point-of-presence
server room

100-999 ft2

Localized service
provider datacenter

500-1,999 ft2

Often outside of central IT control (often at a
remote location) that has little to no dedicated
cooling.
Usually under IT control, may have some
dedicated power and cooling capabilities.
Has some power and cooling redundancy to
ensure constant temperature and humidity
settings.
Superior cooling systems that are probably
redundant.
Has advanced cooling systems and redundant
power.
At local points of presence for OSS and BSS
services. Typically leverages POP power and
cooling. Space is often a premium.
Secondary computer point of presence for OSS
and BSS services. Typically leverages POP power
and cooling.
Has some power or cooling redundancy to ensure
constant temperature and humidity settings. These
are typically facilities set up by VARs to provide
managed services for clients.

Including
subsegment:
containerized
datacenter
Midtier service
provider datacenter
Including
subsegment:
prefabricated
datacenter
High-end service
provider datacenter

Hyperscale
datacenter

> 20,000 ft2
< 100 ft2

2,000-19,999 ft2

Location for small or midsize collocation/hosting
provider. Also includes regional facilities for
multinational communications service providers.
Has superior cooling systems that are probably
redundant.

> 20,000 ft2

Primary server location for a service provider. May
be subdivided into modules for greater flexibility in
expansion/refresh. Has advanced cooling systems
and redundant power.
Primary server location for large collocation and
cloud service providers. Based on modular
designs, with individual modules of 50,000 sq ft on
average in up to 8 modules. Employs advanced
cooling systems and redundant power.

Up to over
400,000 ft2

While IDC shipment estimates include servers destined for hyperscale data centers, the
percentage of servers that are located in hyperscale data centers was not available. Therefore,
this study uses a simple estimation that the percent of servers housed in hyperscale data
centers will grow linearly from 0% in 2005 to 40% in 2020. This assumption is a conservative
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estimate of future unbranded server installed base as calculated by shipment forecasts, and
aligns with other industry projections of the unbranded server market28 and expectations that at
least 40% of the data in 2020 is expected to be “touched” by the cloud at least once.29 This
estimate also aligns with current IDC estimates of the global average of servers per data center
for high-end and hyperscale data centers.30
Table 3. Allocation of Data Center Equipment Across Space Types
Step

Equipment

Allocation Method

1

Total Servers

 Set percentage (varies annually) to Hyperscale
 Remaining based on estimated data center counts
and 2005 servers per data center estimate

2

Midrange Servers

 5% Server Rooms
30% Localized and Mid-tier Data Centers
65% Enterprise Data Centers

3

High-End Servers

 30% Localized and Mid-tier Data Centers
70% Enterprise Data Centers

4

Unbranded 1S and 2S+
Volume Servers

 100% Hyperscale Data Centers

5

Branded 2S+ Volume
Servers

 Fill remaining spots in Hyperscale

6

Branded 1S and 2S+
Volume Servers

 Fill remaining spots in all other data centers, keeping
1S and 2S+ in equal proportion

7

Storage

 None in Server Closets or Rooms
 Allocated to all other spaces based on total server
count

8

Network Ports

 Total allocated based on total server count, with
higher speeds trending towards larger data centers
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Figure 20. Total Server Installed Base by Data Center Space Category

Once total server installed base is allocated to various room types, the prevalence of each of
the six server classifications in this study (volume branded 1S and 2S+, volume unbranded 1S
and 2S+, mid-range, and high-end) is allocated to the various space categories. Mid-range and
high-end servers were allocated based on a set of assumptions used in the 2007 Report: (1) no
mid-range or high-end servers are in server closets (2) 5% of mid-range are in server rooms
and (3) 65% and 75% of mid-range and high-end servers, respectively, are in high-end data
centers. The remainder of mid-range and high-end servers were split evenly between localized
and mid-tier data centers. Within a space type, servers were split between internal and service
provider space categories based on the total number of data centers in each category. All
volume unbranded servers were assumed to be in hyperscale data centers. Lastly, branded
volume servers were assumed as the difference between the total number of servers assigned
to a given space category, and the number of mid-range, high-end, and unbranded servers
assigned in that category.
External storage is assumed to be present in all data center space types except server closets
and server rooms, and is allocated based on the number of servers in each space type in the
given year. Network ports are also distributed among space types in direct proportion to the
number of servers in the given space type. While total number of ports per server is constant
across space categories (in a given year), the speed of the ports installed varies between space
categories. Space categories were grouped into “fast” (hyperscale and high-end), “medium”
(mid-tier and localized), and “slow” (rooms and closets), and the installed base of ports was
distributed accordingly.
Infrastructure energy consumption (cooling equipment, uninterrupted power supplies, lighting,
etc.) is calculated using the power usage effectiveness (PUE) metric.31 This metric represents
the total energy required by the data center in relation to the energy needed for the IT
equipment. A data center with PUE of 1 would use no electricity other than the IT equipment. At
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the time of the 2007 Report, the average PUE was estimated to be 2.0, indicating that non-IT
energy use was about equal to the IT energy use in a data center. Other studies at that time
showed many data centers with PUE values greater than 3.0.32 33 34 More recent studies show
that while a wide range of PUE values is still observed, the average PUE has only modestly
improved to about 1.8-1.9.35 36 The slower rate of efficiency improvement in PUE relative to IT
equipment is partially due to the slower turnover rate of a data center’s infrastructure relative to
the IT equipment. The opportunities to improve data center PUE increase with larger data
centers that have the ability to develop better airflow management and employ more efficient
cooling equipment or advanced cooling technologies such as liquid cooling. Consequently,
smaller data centers are still being measured with PUE values greater than 2.037 while large
hyperscale cloud data centers are beginning to record PUE value of 1.1 or less.38 39 40 Table 4
presents the characteristic infrastructure equipment and corresponding average PUE values
assumed for each data center size for 2014. PUE values for each data center size are based on
previously published values, expert elicitation, and energy modeling results for different data
center infrastructure configurations.41 For the current trends scenario, average PUE values for
each size data center are assumed to be the same for internal and service provider data centers
and, given the very modest improvements observed in published data for average PUE values,
to improve by 1% per year through 2020, except for closets. The PUE for closets is held
constant at 2.0 throughout the analysis period, given that the lack of dedicated cooling and
electrical equipment in this space type limits opportunity for improvement. Applying the PUE
values in Table 4 to IT energy use in each data center type provides the total energy
consumption by data center component (Figure 21) and by space type (Figure 22).
Table 4. 2014 PUE by Space Type
Space Type
Closet
Room
Localized
Midtier
High-end
Hyperscale

2.3.5

IT

Transformer

UPS

Cooling

Lighting

Total PUE

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
-

0.93
1.23
0.73
0.63
0.55
0.16

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

2.0
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.2

Total Data Center Energy Consumption

As shown in Figure 21, electricity consumption of data centers has been relatively flat in recent
years, which is attributable to many factors. The growth rate of server shipments has diminished
over the past 15 years. From 2000-2005, server shipments increased by 15% each year
resulting in a near doubling of servers operating in data centers. From 2005-2010, the annual
shipment increase fell to 5%, most likely driven by the economic recession as well as the
emergence of server virtualization during that period. The annual growth in server shipments
further dropped after 2010 to 3% and that growth rate is now expected to continue through
2020. This 3% annual growth rate coincides with the rise in hyperscale data centers and an
increased popularity of moving previously localized data center activity to colocation or cloud
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facilities. In fact, nearly all server shipment growth since 2010 occurred in servers destined for
hyperscale data centers, where servers are often configured for maximum productivity and
operated at higher utilization rates, resulting in fewer servers needed than would be required to
provide the same services in traditional, smaller, data centers.
Along with total server count, the power demand for each server has also changed. While
server power requirements were observed to be increasing from 2000-2005, power demand
appears to have stayed fairly constant since 2005. Additionally, servers are improving in their
power scaling abilities, thus reducing power draw during idle periods or when at low utilization.
Efficiency improvements in storage, network and infrastructure also influence the electricity
estimates in this report. Storage devices are becoming more efficient on a per-drive basis, with
the growth in drive storage capacity projected to outpace increases in data storage demand by
2020, ultimately reducing the number of physical drives needed throughout data centers.
Recent estimates of network port power consumption are now much lower than estimates from
the past decade. Increased awareness in data center infrastructure operations (e.g. cooling) has
resulted in improved efficiency across data center types, though the most significantly in large
cloud data centers that are innovatively designed to maximum infrastructure efficiency.

Figure 21. Total Electricity Consumption by Technology Type
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Figure 22. Total Electricity Consumption by Space Type

Results from this study for 2000-2014 are shown in Figure 23 alongside results from three
previous studies: the 2007 Report; Masanet et al. (2011), which built upon the 2007 Report to
estimate consumption in 2008; and Koomey (2011), which estimated 2010 consumption using
updated server shipment data after the 2009 financial crisis. While data center operations since
2008 likely benefited from some adoption of energy efficiency measures, such as increased
server consolidation and improved IT power management, the distinct reduction in electricity
use observed in the later studies immediately after 2008 was likely also due to a lower installed
server base associated with the economic recession and the related efficiency improvements
driven by pressure to cut energy and equipment costs.

Figure 23. Historical Data Center Total Electricity Use
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Growth in data center energy consumption has slowed drastically since the previous decade.
However, demand for computations and the amount of productivity performed by data centers
continues to rise at substantial rates.42 Technology advancements have made IT equipment
more efficient by being able to perform more work on a given device, while other design and
management efforts have made the industry more energy efficient. A counterfactual scenario
was created for this study that estimates what data center energy consumption would have
been if industry energy-savings efforts were halted in 2010. The metrics frozen in 2010 include:






Industry-wide average server utilization remains at 14%
Dynamic range of server remains at 0.59 (i.e., servers use 59% of their maximum power
at idle) (see Figure 8)
Wattage per HDD remains at about 11.3 watts (see Figure 15)
Wattage of network ports remains at 1.6, 2.6, 4.1, and 7.1 for 100Mb, 1000Mb, 10Gb,
and 40 Gb, respectively (see Figure 18)
Industry-wide weighted average PUE remains at 1.89

This scenario does not halt the technological advancements of the computing industry in terms
computational performance (i.e., computations/second per servers) and the electrical efficiency
of computations (i.e., computations per kWh). Computational performance and the electrical
efficiency of computations are assumed to continue to improve in parallel and at similar rates43
(thereby cancelling each other out), since the main trend driving both advancements are smaller
transistors.42 Additionally, wattage per HDD and per network port are held at 2010 levels but
storage capacity (i.e., TB per drive) and a shift towards fasters ports are assumed to progress
as normal.
The results of this scenario are shown in
Figure 24, with 2014 energy use that is 60% higher than currently estimated, and projected
2020 use 170% higher than the Current Trends scenario. Energy savings of the industry are
therefore estimated to be 100 billion kWh from 2010-2014, and an additional 520 billion kWh
from 2015-2020. The overwhelming majority of these savings come from the servers and
infrastructure. Server savings are driven by the increase in industry-wide average utilization that
results from consolidation efforts and the growth data centers that operate at higher utilization
levels (i.e., hyperscale and other service provider data centers). Infrastructure savings result
from the reduced amount of IT equipment that require cooling and electrical services as well as
the decrease in industry-wide average PUE, brought down by the growth in data centers with
very low PUE values (i.e., hyperscale data centers).
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Figure 24. Data Center Electricity Consumption in Current Trends
and 2010 Energy Efficiency Scenarios
The 2010 Energy Efficiency scenario assumes that data center energy-related design and operational
efforts do not continue past 2010, which indicates that current trend energy efficiency practices will have
saved 620 billion kWh of electricity over the period 2010-2020.

2.3.6

Data Center Water Consumption

Along with electricity demand, data centers require significant water consumption during
operation. Water is consumed at two key points during data center operation.44 First, water is
required during the generation of electricity from primary energy that is eventually transmitted
for use at the data center site. A national average of 7.6 liters (2.0 gallons) of water are
consumed for each kWh when weighting the water losses at both thermoelectric and
hydroelectric plants in the U.S.45 Second, in medium to larger size data centers that employ
cooling tower based chillers to improve energy efficiency, water is consumed at the data center
site itself. Cooling towers use water evaporation to reject heat from the data center causing
losses approximately equal to the latent heat of vaporization for water, along with some
additional losses for drift and blowdown. In larger data centers this on site water consumption
can be significant, with data centers that have 15 MW of IT capacity consuming between 80-130
million gallons annually.46 47 In this study, on-site water consumption is estimated at 1.8 liters
(0.46 gallons) per kWh of total data center site energy use for all data centers except for closet
and room data centers, which are assumed to use direct expansion (air-cooled chillers). With
these assumptions, approximately 626 billion liters of water was estimated to be consumed in
2014 for data centers, with that number reaching 660 billion liters in 2020. Data center water
consumption is shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26. Note that water consumption associated with
the generation of electricity varies significantly by primary energy type and power plant
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efficiency, such that the actual water consumption attributable to any individual data center will
depend on its specific location and electricity provider.

Figure 25. Direct vs. Indirect U.S. Data Center Water Consumption

Figure 26. Total U.S. Data Center Water Consumption by Space Type

3 Energy Use Associated with Federal Government Servers
and Data Centers
The Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI), established in 2010 to reverse the
historic growth of Federal data centers, has been conducting surveys on federally operated data
centers to verify existing records and expand inventory data for these facilities (e.g. address,
operational status and cost, square footage, server count, etc.).48 For this study, server count
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estimates were provided by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for 2012-2014,
corresponding to approximately 1-2% of nationwide server installed base estimates, as shown
in Table 5.
Table 5. Servers in Federal Data centers Tracked by OMB

Total Server Count
Percent of National Installed Base

2012

2013

2014

238,709

295,316

118,851

1.8%

2.1%

0.8%

Estimates provided in Table 5 do not capture shipments of servers to facilities that were
managed by contractors for the federal government and adequate information to estimate the
percent of federal server use that occurs in these facilities is not available. Therefore, these
numbers provide only a portion and not a complete representation of the impact of the federal
government associated with data center operation.
This estimate from OMB is a sharp decrease from the 2007 Report where federal servers and
data centers were estimated to be about 10% of the U.S. total. At that time, no data could be
found in the public domain on the number of servers or data centers operated by (or for) the
federal government and therefore the server estimate was based on interviews conducted with
major U.S. manufacturers. These interviews led to the conclusion that server shipments to the
federal government represented about 5-10% of annual U.S. server shipments and the higher
end of this range was used in an attempt to account for servers shipped to government
contractors that were not counted as federal shipments.
FDCCI efforts have resulted in the closing of approximately 1.7 million square feet of data
center space since 2010.49 According to current estimates of server density in various space
types this correlates to the removal of approximately 60,000 servers from the federal inventory
or about half of the 2014 estimate. However, even without these consolidation efforts the 2014
server count would correspond to only 1.2% of the national installed base. This large
discrepancy compared to the 2007 Report estimate implies OMB’s server accounting may not
be capturing a significant portion of federal servers in the U.S. data center stock.
No data on federal server shipments by server class (i.e., volume, mid-range, and high-end) are
available. It is possible that the federal government accounts for a significant fraction of highend server electricity use, given that about one third of the 100 largest supercomputers in the
world are housed in U.S. government-owned facilities, including four out of the top ten in the
world.50 This larger representation of high-end servers would potentially put federal energy
consumption at a higher percentage of the national installed base than the percentage
represented in Table 5.
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4 Expected Energy Savings Opportunities
4.1

Energy Efficiency Trends

A number of energy efficiency trends have been shaping server operations over the past
decade, including virtualization and consolidation, which are expected to continue to generate
energy savings and reduce server footprint. Physical parts of the server such as the
microprocessor, cooling fan, and power supply are also improving in energy efficiency (or being
eliminated, such as the fan in servers with liquid cooling), thus further reducing server power
consumption per unit of computing output. More efficient storage devices such as SSDs are
coming down in cost and their increasing prevalence will continue to drive efficiency.
Furthermore, the growing trend of cloud computing has resulted in significantly larger data
centers that are more efficient, both in terms of server utilization and infrastructure PUE,
compared to traditional enterprise data centers. Along with the current trend previously
described in this report, three additional scenarios and two combinations of scenarios were
modeled to estimate near-term energy efficiency opportunities in U.S. data centers.

4.2

Improved Management Scenario

The Improved Management (IM) scenario consists of two components: improved PUE and
removal of inactive servers. Improved PUE represents an effort for smaller data centers to
reduce their infrastructure (e.g. cooling, lighting) energy demand through improved airflow and
thermal management, such hot/cold isle isolation and reducing set point temperatures. PUE
values trend linearly after 2014 to the improved numbers shown in Table 6. Inactive servers
(also referred to as comatose or “zombie” servers) represent obsolete or unused servers that
consume electricity but provide no useful information services. Previous studies have estimated
that inactive servers represent 10-30% of servers in U.S. data centers.51 52 53 54 Inactive server
removal represents an impact of raised awareness on part of data center operators as to what
equipment is being utilized in the data center. In order to model this impact, servers are first
assigned to each space type as described in Section 2.2.4, then the number of volume servers
in internal data centers is decreased by 10%, and in service provider data centers by 5%, for
each year after 2014. The percent decrease in service provider data centers is assumed to be
smaller because these data centers tend to have a lower rate of inactive servers due to better
management practices that avoid the institutional problems of dispersed responsibility between
IT and facility departments which often plagues internal data centers.55
The IM scenario results in total energy savings in 2020 relative to the Current Trends scenario
of 10% which is composed of: 2.5% from server energy savings due to the removal of inactive
servers; no savings in storage or network energy; and 7.5% from savings in infrastructure
energy due to the reduced server energy along with improved PUE.
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Table 6. PUE and Redundancy Values for Efficiency Scenarios
2020 PUE
Space Type
Closet
Room
Localized
Midtier
High-end
Hyperscale

4.3

2014 PUE

Current
Trends

Improved
Management

Best
Practices

Redundancy

2.0
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.2

2.00
2.35
1.88
1.79
1.60
1.13

2.00
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.51
1.13

2.00
1.50
1.50
1.40
1.30
1.10

N+0.5N
N+1
N+1
N+0.2N
N+0.5N
N

Best Practices Scenario

The Best Practices (BP) scenario builds upon the improvements in the IM scenario. These best
practices include further improved PUE values (Table 6) from using more efficient infrastructure
components and employing economizer or liquid cooling when applicable, as well as improved
dynamic range (power scaling ability) of servers, server and network consolidation efforts, and
reduced storage disk and network port power consumption.
In all scenarios, average dynamic range is calculated by determining what mix of servers follow
a minimum versus a maximum dynamic range trend (Figure 8). For the CT scenario, the
average dynamic range of volume servers is assumed to be represented by 90/10 mix of the
maximum and minimum dynamic range trends. The BP scenario has a more aggressive
penetration of servers that follow the maximum dynamic range trend and assumes that this ratio
reaches 50/50 by 2020. This results in the dynamic range trend shown in Figure 27, where
volume servers reach a dynamic range of 0.28 in 2020. While these number are possible, it
should be noted that getting below 20-25% of maximum power at idle can require powering
down specific functionality that may increase idle-to-active wake-up latency and result in
delayed response times. Attempts to improve the idle power savings versus latency include
establishing different levels of inactive modes with varying degrees of power savings and
response times.56 57 As discussed in Section 2.2.1, these numbers are used to calculate the
slope of the utilization versus power line (Equation 2) and therefore the power consumption at
average utilization levels (Equation 3).
Server consolidation entails replacing multiple servers running at low utilization with a single
server running at a higher utilization. Eighty percent of the volume server installed base is
assumed to be consolidated onto servers that operate at the utilization levels presented in Table
7. These parameters are chosen based on the assumption that servers in internal and service
provider data centers could be consolidated through methods such as virtualization and
containerization to the current high end of utilization observed in servers in small and medium
size data centers17 18 and servers in hyperscale data centers could be consolidated to 75%
utilization through improved CPU bandwidth provision techniques, which have been shown to
achieve average data center server utilizations as high as 90%.58 There is a small additional
benefit to consolidation by reduction in redundant servers required, which is calculated
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according to the data center size-specific redundancy frameworks presented in Masanet
(2013),59 shown in Table 6. The formulas in the “Redundancy” column represent the total
number of servers needed for a data center containing N functional servers. For example,
redundancy of “N+1” means that there is one redundant server present in each data center,
while redundancy of “N+0.1N” means that there is one redundant server for every 10 functional
servers. For data centers where the number of redundant servers scales with server count (i.e.
closets, mid-tier, and high-end enterprise), consolidation of servers reduces the number of
redundant servers required.

Figure 27. Average Volume Server Dynamic Range for
Current Trends and Best Practices Scenarios
Table 7. Best Practices Scenario Consolidation Parameters

Space Type

Percent of installed
base consolidated
by 2020

Internal
Service Provider
Hyperscale

80%
80%
80%

Utilization
Preconsolidation
10-15%
20-25%
45-50%

Postconsolidation
45%
55%
75%

Consolidation
utilization
overhead
5%
5%
5%

Equation 6 describes the number of servers that are consolidated each year from 2015-2020.
Equation 7 describes the number of pre-consolidation servers that can be replaced by each
post-consolidated server, based on pre- and post- consolidation utilization, utilization
“overhead”, and redundancy considerations. Utilization overhead is estimated as 5% per postconsolidation server and accounts for the applications that must be run on the server to balance
multiple workloads. In essence, this means that consolidation of two servers running at 10%
utilization would result in one server running at 25% utilization. Because the scenario’s post33

consolidation utilizations are defined, Equation 7 is used to calculate the number of preconsolidation servers that are replaced by each post-consolidation server. The number of
servers consolidated each year (Equation 6) is then divided by this metric to determine how
many servers (out of those that are consolidated) remain in the installed base, as shown in
Equation 8. Finally, the new post-consolidation installed base is calculated as shown in
Equation 9. Consolidation impacts on server installed base are shown in Figure 28.

Equation 6

∗

,

Where

∗

Scon,y = number of servers to be consolidated in year y
Cyf = Percent of installed base consolidated in final year
yi = year consolidation begins
yf = year consolidation ends
IBy = baseline installed base in year y

Equation 7

∗
Where

1

Ncon = number of servers that can be consolidated into one
upost = post-consolidation server utilization
uo = consolidation utilization overhead
upre = pre-consolidation server utilization
r = fraction of pre-consolidation servers that are non-redundant

Equation 8
,

,

Where

Sres,y = number of consolidated servers resulting in year y
Scon,y = number of servers consolidated in year y
Ncon = number of servers that can be consolidated into one

Equation 9
,

Where

,

,

IBy,post = installed base in year y post-consolidation
IBy = baseline installed base in year y
Scon,y = number of servers to be consolidated in year y
Sres,y = number of consolidated servers resulting in year y
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Figure 28. Volume Server Installed Base for Current Trends and Best Practices Scenarios

Network port consolidation is similar to server consolidation. Eighty percent of the installed base
of 10 GB ports are assumed to be consolidated into 40 GB ports, which can transmit 4 times the
data at only 1.7 times the power. In addition, the BP scenario assumes that ports installed in
high-end enterprise and hyperscale data centers will become 25%60 more efficient by 2020. This
reduction in port wattage is based on network improvements in network topology, dynamic link
rate adaptation, and link and switch sleep modes.25 BP scenario impacts on port installed base
are shown in
Figure 29.

Figure 29. Network Installed Base for 10 GB and 40 GB Ports in
Current Trends and Best Practices Scenarios
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The BP scenario also includes a provision to improve the efficiency of storage disks by 25% in
2020. This improvement increases linearly, and is based upon a scenario where future storage
disks have reduced energy usage in their idle state. The resulting disk power consumption is
shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Storage Disk Power Consumption for Current Trends and Best Practices Scenarios

The BP scenario results in total energy savings in 2020 relative to the Current Trends scenario
of 40% which is composed of: 15% from server energy savings due to the removal of inactive
servers, the improvement in server scaling, and consolidation of servers; 3% from savings in
storage energy due to improved disk efficiency, 1% from savings in network energy due to port
consolidation; and 22% from savings in infrastructure energy due to the reduced IT energy
along with improved PUE.

4.4

Hyperscale Shift Scenario

The Hyperscale Shift (HS) scenario involves the consolidation of 80% of the servers in nonhyperscale data centers into hyperscale data centers, excluding servers in Service Provider
Rooms and Closets, which are defined to include local point-of-presence facilities that would still
be needed to support management functions for hyperscale data centers.27 The 80% shift is in
addition to the shift already accounted for in the Current Trends scenario. Hyperscale data
centers operate servers at higher utilizations in infrastructure-efficient (low-PUE) spaces, and
include cloud-based platforms that remove the need for dedicated redundancy servers, so that
consolidating IT services from many small disparate data centers into hyperscale data center
can yield significant energy savings. HS scenario impacts on volume server installed base are
shown in Figure 31. As shown, the installed base in non-hyperscale data centers decreases to
approximately one quarter of the CT scenario value by 2020. The impact on the installed base
in hyperscale data centers is smaller since, on average, one server in a hyperscale data center
can replace 3.75 servers in non-hyperscale data centers. This is because servers in hyperscale
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data centers are assumed to run at roughly 3 times the utilization of non-hyperscale data
centers and have no redundancy requirements.61

Figure 31. Volume Server Installed Base in Current Trends and Hyperscale Shift Scenarios

The HS scenario results in total energy savings in 2020 relative to the Current Trends scenario
of 25% which is composed of: 10% from server energy savings, due to the consolidation; no
savings in storage or network energy; and 15% from savings in infrastructure energy due to the
reduced server energy along with the relocation of servers into data centers with lower PUE
values.

4.5

Scenario Results

Server energy use is affected in all scenarios. Relative to the CT scenario, IM, BP, and HS
measures reduce server energy consumption by 4%, 18%, and 28% respectively. When HS
measures are applied to the IM and BP scenarios, server energy consumption is reduced an
additional 16% and 3% of the CT value, respectively. These results are shown in
Figure 32.
Storage energy use is only affected in the BP scenario where disks are assumed to be 25%
more efficient in 2020 than in the CT scenario. Therefore, storage energy is 25% less in the BP
and BP+HS scenarios relative to CT. Network energy is also only affected in the BP scenario
due to both port consolidation and port efficiency improvements. The result is a 38% reduction
in network energy consumption in BP and 40% in BP+HS scenarios relative to CT. This is
shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Server Electricity Use for All Scenarios

Figure 33. Network Electricity Use for Current Trends and Best Practices Scenarios.
Improved Operation, Hyperscale Shift, and IO+HS scenarios are identical to Current Trends. BP+HS
network electricity is slightly lower than BP alone due to the higher prevalence of network ports in
hyperscale data centers where the 25% wattage reduction is assumed to occur.

Infrastructure energy is affected in all scenarios, as shown in Figure 34. Infrastructure energy is
the product of the space type PUE and the space IT energy consumption, so reductions in both
of these areas compound for very large energy savings relative to the CT scenario. The HS
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scenario has infrastructure energy savings of 46% relative to the current trends scenario. This is
due both to the reduction in server energy as well as the shift of this energy into hyperscale data
centers, which have a lower PUE than other space types. The IM scenario saves 22% of
infrastructure energy relative to CT due to both the reduction in IT energy and improvement in
PUE across smaller space types. IM and HS in conjunction save 54% of infrastructure energy.
Lastly, the BP and BP+HS scenarios have infrastructure energy savings of 64% and 75%
respectively due to the large decrease in server energy, additional decrease in storage and
network energy, and strong improvement in PUE across all space types.

Figure 34. Infrastructure Electricity Use for All Scenarios

Total data center energy consumption for all scenarios is shown in
Figure 35. Total electricity savings in 2020 for the IM, BP, and HS scenarios are 10%, 40%, and
25% respectively, relative to the CT scenario. When HS measures are applied to the IM and BP
scenarios an additional 20% and 6% of CT total energy is saved. Water savings are very similar
with scenario 2020 savings as follows: IM, 9%; BP: 39%; HS: 24%; IM+HS, 28% (18% more
than IM alone); and BP+HS, 45% (5% more than BP alone).
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Figure 35. Total Electricity Consumption for All Scenarios

Figure 36. Water Consumption for All Scenarios
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5 Indirect Energy Impacts
Data centers constitute a foundational component of the information and communication
technology (ICT) that provides the services—such as streaming media, email, internet content,
and electronic recordkeeping—now ubiquitous throughout much of the world.a Today, our
computers, mobile devices, sensors, and networks are more likely than ever to utilize
centralized information stored on a data center in the cloud. While the primary focus of this
report is to estimate the electricity directly consumed in data centers, it is important to take a
broader perspective and note that the services provided by data centers can profoundly affect
how—and how much—energyb is used elsewhere by society. For example, ICT can enable
existing products and services to become more efficient or create “e-substitutes” for physical
products. Other, higher-order effects occur when the introduction of ICT causes a change in
consumption or production elsewhere in the economy.
These implications for broader energy use are known as indirect energy impacts, and they
might either reduce or increase overall energy use (Figure 37). From an energy savings
standpoint, if the indirect energy impacts offset the direct consumption by data centers and
other ICT equipment, then the synergy between ICT and societal energy savings is positive; if,
instead, the introduction of ICT causes an amplifying effect in which overall energy consumption
increases, the synergy is negative. Characterizing this “net” impact of ICT deployment on
societal energy consumption has been of great interest, as evidenced by the emergence of an
ICT for Sustainability research community,62 two special issues in the Journal of Industrial
Ecology63 64 an OECD effort to link statistical indicators between the ICT and environment
research fields,65 work in “green computing” from the computer science field,66 and a variety of
other reports.67 68 This report chapter provides brief summary of the literature review and
interpretation found in Horner et al.69 on the indirect impacts of ICT.
There is, in fact, no consensus on the magnitude or even the sign of ICT’s indirect energy
impact. Generally in the positive synergy camp are Romm et al.70 and a series of reports
published by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy,71 72 who anticipate ICTenabled energy efficiency gains across broad sectors of the economy, and work commissioned
by the industry-sponsored Global e-Sustainability Initiative,73 which estimates a greenhouse gas
(GHG) abatement potential of 20% by 2030 due to ICT deployment. More cautionary is Rattle,74
who posits that higher-order effects are likely to swamp these sorts of energy savings
projections. Berkhout and Hertin75 argue for moving “beyond the dichotomy between pessimism
and optimism” to recognize that the relationship between ICT and energy impacts is “complex,
interdependent, deeply uncertain and scale-dependent.” Other literature reviews point to an

a

The term information technology (IT) has been used in this report to refer to the servers, network, and storage
equipment in the data center. In this chapter, ICT is used as a broader term encompassing data center IT
components, other network infrastructure, and a wide variety of end-use devices.
b

Resource usage and GHG emissions are, of course, concomitants of ICT energy consumption; while this report
focuses on energy, much of the literature includes these associated impacts.
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ambiguous net impact or acknowledge that this complexity and uncertainty confound attempts
to verify a general belief that the net energy savings of ICT should be positive. 76 77 78 79

5.1

Energy Impact Taxonomy

Direct energy consumption, which in addition to the operational energy use estimated in this
report also includes the energy required to manufacture and dispose of ICT equipment, is likely
the simplest and ultimately the least important ICT energy effect80 although it is by no means
small. One particular issue is that embodied energy can dominate operational consumption for
some types of ICT equipment, such as mobile devices.78 However, the indirect energy effects
are likely to be of much greater magnitude,78 owing to the breadth of the various mechanisms by
which ICT services alter energy use. Table 8 breaks out individual effects, organizes them into a
taxonomy of increasing scope, and maps them to other terms used in the literature, while Figure
37 shows this taxonomy graphically.
Working from narrow to broad scope, ICT adoption first leads to efficiency in and substitution for
conventional products and services. Efficiency occurs when, for example, smart building
technology reduces air conditioning energy consumption by tailoring climate-control to the realtime needs of building occupants. An example of substitution is the replacement of air travel
with teleconferencing. There is no guarantee, however, that the substituted ICT service will be
less energy intense than the conventional service it replaces, and even evaluation of simple
cases is not always straightforward.
Any energy reduction achieved through efficiency or substitution can be plagued by rebound
effects, in which expected gains are offset by induced additional consumption. Azevedo81,
Gillingham et al.82, and Borenstein83 provide comprehensive introductions to rebound effect
types. Rebound is typically broken into direct rebound, indirect rebound, and economy-wide
effects. Direct rebound effects are own-price-elasticity effects: as prices fall (due to
improvements in efficiency or productivity), substitution and income effects increase
consumption. For an ICT example, if an e-book is less costly than a conventional book, then
consumers might purchase more books. Alternatively, these savings could be spent on other
goods and services, which are indirect rebound effects. Indirect rebound effects result from
cross-price elasticity of demand for other products and services due to increased real consumer
income.
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Table 8. Taxonomy of ICT Energy Effects from Horner et al.69
Scope of effect increases from top to bottom. The third column provides and example of each effect type
related to the deployment of Global Positioning System (GPS) Technology. Taxonomy expands on the
general taxonomy of rebound effects from Azevedo.81
Taxonomy summarized in this report
Effect

Scope

Embodied
energy
Operational
energy

Direct

Energy to operate a GPS
system

1storder

Direct
effects

ICT
infrastructure
and devices

2ndorder

Indirect
effects

Applications

Energy to dispose of a GPS
system at end-of-life

Efficiency
Indirect:
Singleservice

Direct rebound

More efficient traffic flow due
to GPS-enhanced routing

Optimization

Replacement of paper maps

Substitution

More travel due to lower
cost of traffic congestion

Induction

Indirect:
Complementary
services

Energy consumed during
time saved by more efficient
travel

Economy-wide
rebound
(Structural
change)

Indirect:
Economywide

GPS enables autonomous
vehicles, causes growth of
intelligent transportation
system manufacturing

Systemic
Transformation

Indirect:
Societywide

Autonomous vehicles alter
patterns in where people
choose to live and work

Indirect
rebound

Rattle74

Energy to produce a GPS
system

Disposal
energy

Substitution

GPS System Example

Alternate taxonomies
Berkhout
Williams91
Hilty84
& Hertin75

3rdorder

Structural &
behavioral
effects

Effects on
economic
growth and
consumption
patterns

Supplementation

Creation

Systemic
effects on
technology
convergence
& society

Economy-wide effects occur when the ICT introduction causes macroeconomic adjustments
across economic sectors. That is, the ICT industry can promote or inhibit growth in other sectors
of the economy, inducing structural changes that have energy use implications of their own. For
example, e-commerce is having broad effects on the logistics industry,85 including growth in
urban freight vehicle sales and changing patterns in distribution center floor space,86 increased
trucking and adoption of new pricing strategies by freight carriers87 and use of more specialized
packaging and a broader range of box sizes.88
Finally, transformational effects refer to the altering of human preferences and economic and
social institutions caused in part by the development of ICT.89 90 Historical examples include the
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advent of the telephone and automobile, which heavily altered where and how people lived and
worked. We might conceive of a similar transformation (one of many possible ICT-enhanced
futures) in which the fundamental constraints on where people live and work continue to loosen:
e-commerce and home delivery make proximity to traditional retail outlets less important,
seamless telework results in less commuting, and driverless vehicles allow for more productive
use of the commuting time.

Indirect Rebound
Disposal Energy
Direct Rebound
Opera onal Energy

Net Energy Use

Subs tu on

+
–

ICT Equipment
Direct
Consump on

Embodied Energy

Efficiency

Subs tu on

Structural Economic Changes

Systemic Transforma on

Direct
Single service
Complementary services
Economy‐ and society‐wide

Scope of Impact

Figure 37. Taxonomy of Energy Effects from Adoption of ICT, from Horner et al.69
Red effects increase energy use, blue effects decrease energy use, and shading intensity decreases as
effect scope increases.

As noted by Börjesson Rivera et al.,76 the existing literature uses several different sets of terms
for this hierarchy of effects, collected in the right half of Table 8. ICT energy effects are
frequently grouped into first-order impacts due to direct consumption, second-order effects
resulting from process changes, such as efficiency, and third-order effects due behavioral and
economic changes.75,84 Williams91 adds a fourth level, essentially breaking third-order effects
into rebound effects and broader systemic change.
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5.2

Energy Impact Estimation

The literature on characterizing these indirect impacts can generally be divided into two broad
types. One body of literature typically assesses the impact of a single service, such as ecommerce, telecommuting, or smart buildings. Such analyses often use lifecycle assessment
(LCA),92 93 modeling & simulation,94 or case studies95 96 and generally address only direct
consumption, efficiency, substitution, and occasionally direct rebound. A separate body of
literature focuses on the higher-order indirect energy impacts brought about by ICT-induced
changes to complementary services, the broader economy, and societal systems. These
studies typically rely on econometric analysis of macroeconomic indicators,97 scenario
analysis,98 99 or anecdotal evidence.100
Importantly, neither type of study uniformly finds a positive or negative effect: results from both
are highly dependent on modeling choices and assumptions used in scoping the study. For
example, the energy savings reported in LCA studies of e-commerce for book retail range from
negative 500% (i.e., a 5x increase in energy use in the e-commerce case) to nearly 50% (a
reduction in energy use by half).69 This variation results from differences in the system boundary
and from sensitivity to assumptions, including population density, freight mode, product return
rate, proportion of multipurpose trips, and packaging type. Case studies often show energy
savings in specific deployment scenarios and provide valuable lessons on how to deploy ICT in
such a way that energy savings are attained; however, scalability and higher-order effects
remain uncertain in such work. Macroeconomic studies also show highly variable results.67
Thus, while both conceptual discussion and analytical modeling of ICT energy and
environmental impacts have been occurring for at least two decades, the jury is still out on the
net effects of ICT adoption for several reasons. First, the complexity and variability of ICT
deployment schemes makes it difficult to isolate a standard implementation to analyze and to
compare study results. Second, the lack of empirical data on how human users interact with ICT
systems hinders the ability to assess actual, instead of potential, energy effects. Third, the
difficulties in disentangling the causes of interconnected effects lead to a tendency to fall back
on theory—and on modeling exercises that conform to these theories. Finally, as the impact
scope increases up the effect taxonomy (Table 8), the potential effect’s magnitude and
uncertainty increase dramatically.
The current state of understanding can be summarized with three related statements: the
technical potential of ICT net energy savings is likely positive; the sign and magnitude of
realized net energy savings are highly sensitive to the parameters that characterize the ICT
deployment and are not guaranteed; and, finally, the actual net energy effect is unclear and
difficult to assess, especially when higher-order impacts are considered.

5.3

Pathway Forward

Just as implementation of best practices in data center design and operation has the potential to
drastically reduce direct energy consumption (Figure 35), optimizing the manner in which we
integrate ICT into our lives can have a large impact on overall energy consumption. During the
first decade of the century, data center energy consumption grew rapidly (Figure 23). IT
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managers focused on service provisioning, with the power bill being a much lesser concern.
However, the industry is now converging on a paradigm of virtualization and centralization that
has both business and energy co-benefits, and such reductions in direct energy use should
continue to be pursued.
The broader evolution of ICT is perhaps on a similar path: new systems and services are being
developed rapidly without much consideration of energy impacts, and as a result it seems likely
that ICT services are often deployed in a way that does not achieve their full potential to achieve
energy savings. However, it also seems likely that more optimal deployment plans—those that
create energy savings while maintaining the value of the service—exist, and more focus on
characterizing these “system optima” is warranted. 101
The danger in waiting to identify these deployment plans is that society-wide systems,
structures, and habits that become entrenched can be much more difficult to alter. A server has
a typical lifetime less than five years; the economic and social infrastructures built out through
new ICT services can last much longer. Thus, the important role of analysis in this area is to
identify the important drivers of ICT indirect energy impacts and gather data on actual, rather
than potential, energy savings, so that these results can inform both public policy and private
decision making on the implementation and use of ICT. For this reason, the field would benefit
from more focus on empirical case studies and on understanding the behavioral aspects of how
various stakeholders use ICT services in practice. Additional work on characterizing uncertainty
in energy effect estimates would also benefit discussions in this area.

6 Future Work
Estimating U.S. data center energy use requires developing inputs and assumptions for an
industry with rapidly evolving technologies and limited publically available energy use data,
which ultimately limits the potential scope of analysis. Through the challenges of developing
data center energy use estimates for this report, additional areas of research were identified that
could improve future growth estimates in data center energy consumption and the potential
impacts for specific efficiency efforts. Below are key areas identified that warrant future
research.

6.1

Server Utilization and Power Proportionality

Due to the limited data on utilization rates for servers in U.S. data centers, this study
generalizes server utilization using a single average (per space type), with no information about
the actual distribution of utilization over the average year. This generalization prevents
distinguishing between a server that is run at 40% utilization constantly and one that is run at
80% utilization half of the time and idled the other half of the time. Additionally, while this study
assumes a linear relationship between utilization and power consumption (i.e., the “scaling
curve”) of servers, the actual relationship is generally nonlinear18 and therefore there is a loss of
accuracy in modeling server energy use at the average utilization level. Without the ability to
model nonlinear scaling curves, it then becomes difficult to understand the impacts of certain
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efficiency measures, such as the targeted lowering of idle state power consumption (e.g.
Emerson Network Power’s proposed 10 Minus standard102) or powering down servers during
idle times. As consolidation efforts like virtualization are increasing server utilization levels
across the industry, it is even more important to understand how future energy savings
opportunities associated with increasing dynamic ranges and low-power idle states are going to
be affected.

6.2

Workload Variation

In addition to understanding server utilization over time, further efforts should be made to
understand the distribution of various types of server workloads and their associated hardware
requirements. This will help to quantify opportunities for energy savings associated with
optimizing hardware for specific workloads as opposed to using a “one-size-fits-all” approach
prevalent across large data centers today. This could include using single-socket designs and
workload-optimized processors (RISC, FPGA, GPUs, etc.). Understanding workload variations
among different servers within data centers would also assist in identifying strategies to further
increase overall data center utilization loads and increase cooling efficiency by creating the
opportunity to provide server-specific cooling demand.

6.3

Barriers to Hyperscale Shift

While there has been significant growth in hyperscale data centers, this report shows that a
significant portion of servers are still expected to reside in small room or closet data centers.
Better understanding the different barriers, including technical, legal, and security barriers, that
are preventing movement to colocation or to the cloud can help drive solutions that increase the
shift to large data centers and tailor energy efficiency strategies for the small data centers that
remain.

6.4

Beyond PUE

There is a need in the data center industry for performance metrics that better capture the
efficiency of a given data center. The limitations of PUE, the most commonly discussed metric
of efficiency, are generally understood,103 but a key issue it that PUE only measures the
efficiency of the building infrastructure supporting a given data center and indicates nothing
about the efficiency of the IT equipment itself. Metrics that capture the functionality of the data
center (e.g. amount of computations it performs) and relate that to energy use can help industry
better understand where progress has been made and where there are opportunities to reduce
energy use. Initial efforts to accomplish this include The Green Grid’s Data Center Productivity
(DCP) and Data Center energy Productivity (DCeP),104 the Uptime Institute and McKinsey’s
Corporate Average Data center Efficiency (CADE),105 and JouleX’s Performance per Watt
(PPW),106 but PUE is still the dominant metric broadly observed in the data center industry.

6.5

Beyond 2020

The significant energy efficiency improvements in the design and operation of data centers over
the past decade have allowed U.S. data center energy use to remain nearly constant while
47

simultaneously meeting a drastic increase in demand for data center services. However, the
data available at the time of this study limited the scope of future projection to 2020. The key
efficiency strategies identified in this report, improved PUE, increased server utilization rates,
and better power proportionality all have theoretical and practical limits and the current rate of
improvement indicates that these limits may be reached in the not too distant future. The
potential for data center services, especially from a global prospective, are still in a fairly
nascent stage and future demand could continue to increase after our current strategies to
improve energy efficiency have been maximized. Understanding if, and when, this transition
may occur, and the ways in which data centers can minimize their costs and environmental
impacts under such a scenario, is an important direction for future research. This report
highlights the success of the data center industry to stabilize electricity demand, but further
investigation and technological breakthroughs in energy efficiency across the ICT equipment
spectrum will be needed to insure that success is not simply a plateau before an increase in
electricity demand resumes at a rate proportional to future growth of data center services.
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